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Monday, February 5, 1968

.NEW MEXICO LOBO

WANT ADS
ROOM & BOARD
"TRANSFERRING to UNM t Try till& for
livin~. 20 meals a W®k, ~olor TV, maid
and linen service for ~ollege stu<lents.
The College Inn, 303 Ash Stret, NE,
Phone 243-2881/'
SERVICES
TYPING WANTED' 7 ws. experience for
students at U11iv. North CarolinL Ex·
~elle11t aoouracy. StriLi!Jht twin111 {term
papers ere,) 361! per pq.,...you furnlah
paper. Papel: f11mlebed at one cent a
sheet. Phone 242-9451.
WILL BABYSIT il) . my home ot eqm.
paniol) .to 2 ,.... old girl, on n!IIU)ar
basis, morninlia or 8 daJ'a a Wl!el<. Near
UN.M. Ca1l268·6659.
TYPING WANTED: 10 years <:XPerien~e
~hnical typing. 36¢ Pr page, 86' with
pallJ!r. Call anytime 298·BM1.
HELP WANTED
JOURNALISM Student to as•iot on stsrting new small magazine. Part time.
Phone· &12-86H.
·
EARN $61.50 weekly. 3 eves. & Saw. Must
have car & be bondable. Phone 344·2778,
3 to 6 p.l)l. only.
TEACH at a Negro college. Graduate
students with M.A.'s are urgently needed
for academic year and summer teaching
positions. The Southern Education Pro·
grfl.tn, a private, non-profit Ol'ganization
with contscts e.t 94 col!ejl'es, can place
you quickly and free of cba,.ge. Write
Southern Education P<ogram, 859%
Hunter Str~t. N.W. Atlanta, Georgia
30314.
PART TIJilE JOB $1.60 per hr. 20 bra.
per week. Mu$t be able to work aternoons, precrnbly 2:00-6 :00 p.m. Mtn.
States Employment Agency, .First Na·
tiona! Bank Bldg, Downtown.

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, then you don't need them.
Send !or Samples & Li.et. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E,
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
PLAYBOY subscription stlll available at
low student rates. Ce.ll :vour campW! rep•
resentative at 247-9082.
FOR RENT

ONE bedroom apartment. $16. 311 Yale
SE. Nicely furnished and private patio.
Call 26/i-6771.

PLEASANT light clean room. Near Cam·
pus. 806 Stsn£ord SE. Phone 242-4858.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, tireplace, eXtra
Jg. garage fully finished w/b & a/c,
work bench & sink. Elec kireben,
beautiful carpets & dral)es, 2 baths.
Conv. loan. Priced FHA appraisal AP·
prox. $8000. wiU handle, Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving stste.

zuz.oses.

UNlTRON TELESCOPE exc. 2.4" refraetor. Ori!J. $150. Now $100. Call 84Z.
1896, Lee Dawson.

'

Lefs See Now . • •

Cards, Cards, Cards

U.S. Funds to Educa-tion to Increase
MINN:EAPOI..IS, Minn. (CPS)Carnegie . Cor.I.JOJ'ation President
Alan Pifer told the Ametican As.
sociation of Colleges (AAC) last
week tbat the federal government will prov:ide half of all
funds for higher education by
19'75.
PifeJ', whoae foundation is one
of the most influential in" higher
education, noted the ' growing
movement toward federal grants
:for general support {)f universities as the major reason why
federal support would more than
double from its present 23 per
cent, Federal aid to higher education is presently confined to
grants for specific purposes,
But Pifer went on to tell the
educators that financing is not the
only major problem they face. He
ca.lled for better co-operation be·
tween universities a.nd the federa.l
government, adding that "We can
no longer afford the l11xury of an
unplanned, wasteful, chaotic approac;lh to higher education."
To do the needed planning and
solve the problems of communication, he proposed the creati(ln of
a strong, policy-planning center
for higher education "close to the
summit of the federal government where it can influence all
federal action that Impinges on
higher education institutions."
He also called for the creation
of a set of national policies on
higher education and intimated
that Carnegie's Commission on
Higher Education, headed by former University of California
President Clark Kerr, might very
well produce a detailed set of
such proposals.
Pifer also outlined several possible national policies, including
guaranteed free education through
the second year of college, equalization of opportunity for education beyond the second year of
college through scholarships and
grants, creating a list of ''national universities" which would
reeeive preferential treatment in

training and advanced research, age group for induction "men
strengthe:ning of higher education born in 1949 who have not been
facilities in the cities, involving granted deferments, treating oldhigher education more in the solu- er men who are eligible for in•
tion of international problems, duction as if they were members
and the improvement of academic . of that age group, and calling up
quality in all fields "but especial- . men within this total pool on desly in key subjects :meh as mathe- cending order of age by month
matics, the sciences, and the :Eng- and day of birth irrespective of
yeai:."
lish language.
In other busin~s at the m~et
• That deferments for graduing, the AAC called f(lr several ate students not be based on their
cha.nges in the policies of the
Selective Service System, including:
• A system of random selection of all those registrants who
are not deferred.
• Until approval of that first
change by Congress, a policy that
would designate a:;~ the primary

~

'

'

"·j

field of study. (It has been sp!lcu·
lated that President Johnson may
decide to defer only graduate students in the natural sciences.)
• That student deferments be
given to all undergraduates regardless of whether their course
of study leads to a bachelor's
degree.
• That no regiatrant be drafted
for violations of the Selective
Service Act or any other law.
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HELD OVER
7th WEEK

HER

SPELL\

REGISTRATION AT UNM is like eating with
chopsticks-it gets a little easier with practice.
But freshmau Peggy Wilson still found her guided tour Tuesday a little unnerving, especially when
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she was unable to get the courses she wanted. Lobo Photographer Bob Pawley followed Miss Wilson as she went first to her advisor's office to fill

out a class schedule, then to Johnson Gym to turn
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Our

Seventy~First

Year of Editorial Freedom

Thursday, February 8, 1968

Vol. 71

A pr-trial hearing has been set
March 18 for the suit by UNM
geology professor Rogter Y. Anderson and three other persons
represented by the New Mexico
Civil Liberties Union challenging
Albuquerque's vagrancy laws.
The suit, which will be heard by
U.S. District Court Judge Boward
Bratton, was filed after Anderson
and the other plaintiffs were convicted of vagrancy.

Film
Committee
Presents
BEAm Of AFILMBY ALL MEANS ·GO!"
.. ~.t'. IHlMI t'ID\oM

PAUL PHILLIPS, an Albu·
querque lawyer and attorney :for
the New Mexico Affiliate of the
ACLU, said yesterday the group
is challenging the vagrancy laws
because they. violate the 14th
amendment of the Constitution
and its stipulations on due. process.
Phillips said the vagrancy laws
are vague, general, and lend
themselves to abusive enforcement by police.
"PEOPLE ARE picked up only
on suspicion and to make thetn
stop doing things which a police·
man happens not to like, even
,though they may be perfectly lawful," Phillips said.
Phillip!\ snid the precedents
have been established in Washington, D.C., New York, Kentucky,
and California, when1 court suits
. have successfully challenged the
vagrancy Jaws.
IN TIIE SUIT now pending the
federal court has been asked to
d~cla~·e the Albuquerque ordi·
nance uneonstitutionnl and issue
an injunetion preventing city police :l'rotn arrl'sting people 011 tho
general charge of vagrancy.
The suit also asks thatr the
plainUff's recorda be destroyed~

No. 59

1 Point, 7 Seconds
Put Lobos by Ags

Hearing Dote Set
On Vogroncy Suit

ANDERSON AND UNM students Lawrence E. Russell and
Gerald Madison were arrested and
convicted May 16, 1967, while distributing anti-draft literature on
the Albuquerque hi g h school
grounds.
Jeffery Stallard of Los Angeles,
the fourth plaintiff, was arrested
and charged with vagrancy by police as he talked with two friends
on Albuquerque streets. He was
arrested twice but both charges
were later dismissed.

For The Spring Semester

in i!ach card in the registration packet, then into
the gym to get class cards. At the end of the tour
Miss Wilson was right back where she startedchecking with her advisor about different classes.

EXICO __..OBO

STARTS TUESDAY-FEB. 6
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Starting All Over
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Federal 41UpPOrt of faeilities in
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I Got a Course!

COACHES BOB KING and Norm Ellenberger gesture frantically
in an attempt to get the Lobos into a defensive alignment against
the New Mexico State Aggies. Everything turned out just fine in the
end as Greg (Stretch) Howard sank a free throw with seven seconds
left in the game to give the Lobos a 72-71 victory last night at University Arena.

By WAYNE CIDDIO
Greg (Stretch) Howard hit a
free throw with 7 seconds showing
on the clock to boost the New.
Me:xico Lobos to a 72-71 victory
over the tenth-ranked New Mexico
State Aggies in a cliff-hanger before 15,287 fans last night at Uni·
versity Arena.
The victory upped the Lobo's
season mark to lS-1 and completed UNM's sweep of the annual
Lobo-Aggie intra-state series. The
Aggies, who lost to ·the Lobos
71-64 at Las Cruees in January,
dropped to 17-8 on the season.
In the preliminary game, the
UNM Wolfpups handed the freshman ·Aggies their first regular
season defeat. 85-65. Willie Long
and Petie Gibson lead the fresh·
men squad, as they have all
season.
The Wolfpups built up a 42-26
halftime lead over the Aggies
behind Long's 18 points and Gibson's ball handling and passing.
Fred Grave came alive in the
second half and Long continued
scoring for the final 20 point
bulge. Long had 82 points.
Howard's game winning free
throw came after New Mexico
State's Robert Evans failed to
l!onvert the second half of a one
and one foul shooting situation.
Evans hit the first shot to knot

the score at 71-71 with 8 seconds
remaining in the game, but miss('d."" .
the potential winning toss. Howard grabbed the ball as it glanced
-off the side of the rim and was
immediately :fouled by Rich
Collins.
Howard calmly dropped in the
first shot before two consecutive
time outs. The strategy worked
and Howard missed the second
toss but the Aggies were unable
to get off a final shot before time
ran out.
The Aggies hit a torrid 51.6
per cent from the field in the first
half of play and held a 41-39 lead
at halftime. New Mexico fell behind by five points with 4:34 left
in the half when Robert Evans
-scored on a jump shot from the
right side and drew a foul in the
process. Evans made good on the
three point play and the Aggie&'i
led 81·26.
Ron Sanford, who earned game
scoring honors with 23 points,
converted two free throws and
Howard followed with a ti:p-in to
c1ose the gap to 33-30. Nelson
tied the score at 39-39 with 26
(Continued on page 6)

Thirteen Movies

Second
Semester
.
Film Fare Set
.

Radio Fellowships Suggested
A Radio Board sub-committee
recommended Friday night that
campus FM radio station KUNM
establish fellowships for UNM
graduate students in radio and
television who wish to work as
station marmgers.
If the progl'am is set up it
could help ICUNM find a new
manager to replace Harry Joseph,
who resigned recently, said Radio
Board Chuirman Tony Hillel'man,
TilE COMMITTEE report said
that it would be posHihle to establish two m·aduate fellowships in
tho tJNM speet!h department. Radio Board would provide stipends
of $3000 and $2000, and the
speOc:h department would provide
money for the students to take
up to nine hour:H>f gtaduate work

per semester, Hillerman said.
year. They had been paying Jo"If they are established it could seph $'7500 a year to manage the
provide one of the most attractive · station. The new plan would bring
graduate fellowships in the area, in two paid administrators for
and give Radio Board a chance to $5000.
pick some of the best people," HilUADIO BOARD can still go
lerman said.
ahead a I •. ' hire a new manager as
IN EXCHANGE for the stipend a professional man as they did in
and tuition the goraduate fellows Josellh's case, or they may want
would supervise and administer to let students t'tln the station.
the FM radio station which broad·
llillerman said that immediatecasts ten hours a day seven days ly after Joseph resigned on Jan.
18, taking 12 staff membel'l! with
n week.
The speech dtlpartment would him, the remaining XUNM staffset up the fellowship, and the tui- ers came to Uadio Board and asktion stipends, but Radio Board ed that a new station mannger be
·
woul<l interview the candidates appointed immediately.
"They didn't think that they
and select them.
lly adopting t.he fellowship plan could run the station without
for station administrators ltadio ~me," Hillerman said. "But at ihe
(Continued on page 8)
Boat·d could possibly save $2500 a

UNM Filtn F'are for the second
semester, a series of movies
shown each Satutday and Sunday,
will open Feb. 17 and 18 with ·~. ·
Thousand Clowns."
·
Other offerings will include "El
Cid," "Walk, Don't Run," "Darling" and ''The Alamo." The films
will be shown at 7 and 10 p.m.
Saturdays and . at 5 and 8 p.m.
Sundays in the Union Theater.
Friday Cinematheque, a series
of foreign and documental'Y films,
will open Feb. 23 with "Maniage,
Italian ·Style." Other movies ap.pearing Fridays at '7 and 10 p.m,
will include "To Die in Madrid," a
d9cumentary; a Russian version
of "Hamlet"; and "That Man
From Rio," a French film.
Admission to all movies is 50
cents with University identifica•
tion.
.
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Newmon Lecture ·
un

Course Added

-

Dr. Robert Loftfield, chairman
· A second section of political
of the UNM Medical School''ll bio. science 306, 10Political Parties,"
chemistry ·department, will pre- has been added for spring semessent a lecture comparing Euro- ter, It will meet from 10:30 to
pean and American approache~S to 1.1 :46 a,m, on Tuesday and Thurseducation at the Newman Center · day in Education 204. Students
Sunday, Feb. 11 at 7:~0 p.m. A.ll ·may sign up through late regisare invited,
tration procedures,
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"Want a company
where you can really
put your education
to work? See IBM
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MILITARY BALL QUEENS Sharon Jones, in
the picture on the left, selected by the Air Force
ROTC, and Marie White, right, the Navy ROTC's
choice, were escorted through an arch formed by
the Navy sword team at the Military Ball at the
Kirtland Officers' Open Mess Tuesday night. The

Air Force squadron sell!eted ;first runnerup Beverly
Noles, and Susan Rhoades was the Navy's runnerup pick. Music was by the Four Keys at the formal dance sponsored by the two ROTC units on campus. (Photo by Pawley)

Editor Plans to Appeal Decision

Conviction of Former Student Editor
Affirmed by Oregon Supreme Court
SALEM, Ore. (CPS) - The
Oregon Supreme Court has upheld the conviction of a former
student editor who refused to Teveal the names of seven student
JW.marijuana users she interviewed.
The editor, Mrs. Annette Buchanan Conard, said she plans to
appeal the decision to the U. S.
Supreme Court.
The interview appeared in the
May 24, 1966 edition of the Uni-

Having Problems
With Your
Curriculum

versity of Oregon Daily Emerald,
of which she was managing editor. She was subpoenaed by Eugene, Ore. District Attorney William Frye but refused to reveal
the names of the students to a
grand jury, despite a court order
that she do so. She was then cited
for contempt of court and fined
$300.
In the arguments before the
Oregon Supreme Court, the state
maintained that her refusal constituted withholding information
necessary for the arrest and prosecution of drug users. Mrs. Conard's attorney, Arthur Johnson,
countered that the Constitutional
provisions for a free student press
included the right of a reporter
to withhold the identity of confidential news sources.
But the state Supreme Court
decision, written by Justice A. T.
Goodwin, says, "Nothing in the
state or federal constitution compels the courts, in the absence of
statutes, to recognize such a priv-

.

ilege. Freedom of the press is a
right which belongs to the public. It is not the private reserve
of those who possess the implements of publishing."
Oregon has no law which allows newsmen to refuse to reveal
confidential sources, as doctors
and ministers can. Thirteen states
do have such a law. Mrs. Conard
has been working for passage of
such a law in Oregon.
·
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Consult

,. College
Career
Counseling

7-PIECE
GOLF SET
Five Irons - 2 Woods

Reg. 39.99

34.99
Only Those People

Open your
Budget•Aid
Credit

Looking For The
Best Time

Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
Phone '265·8288
l24 Washington S,E.

Closest To Campus

BELLAs
Bess
DEPARTMEMT STORE

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Saturday
10-6 Sunday
Corner Menaul & Carlis-le
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"Some of the engineers who graduated before me
complained that their education didn't mean much
in their jobs. That's not what I wanted," says IBM's
Jim Carr. (Jim is a Manager of Mechanical Process
Engineering.)
.
"At IBM I knew I'd be using what I learned. There's so
much diversity here that you can usually work in the specific
area you choose. In my own case, I majored in Mechanical
Engineering and minored in Metallurgy. Today my ME degree
means more than ever. And I often use my metallurgical
background. For example, I'm now working on a process
development program that requires a knowledge of machine
design, metallurgy, heat transfer, and chemistry, all of which
I studied in school.
"Another good thing about IBM's diversity is that it
creates an interdisciplinary environment. You get a chance
to work with and learn from people in many different fields.
Since our inqus try is grmyi~g so fast, the people you talk to
are likely to be working at state-of-the-art levels or beyond."
There's a lot more to the IBM story than Jim has mentioned.
We'd like to tell you about it when we're on campus. We'll be
interviewing for careers in Marketing, Computer Applications,
Programming, Research and Development, Manufacturing,
and Field Engineering.
Sign up for an interview at your placement office, even
if you're headed for graduate school or military service.
And if you can't make a campus interview, send an outline
of your interests and educatiortal background to JVlr. E. C.
Purtell, Jr., IBM Corporation, 3424 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90005. We're an
~
equal opportunity employer.
d__j ~
®
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I do not like to be considered an
unsportsmanlike fan, nor in a
k e r sense a member of one of
the "nastiest hometown crowds."
Therefore, let me try to point out,
not what was wrong with the editorial concerning the NMSUUNM game, but why the uninformed editor twisted the facts
to sell a paper.
First of all, the author (or authors, as the case may be) has an
authoritarian personality. To be
more specific, "it is rigid and inflexible; conforming; does not
willingly or accurately examine
its own thoughts; is hostile towards groups other than the one
to which its owner belongs; prefers absolutes and suspects evil
in others." ("Children's Behavior
and Development.")
Studies have shown that author~ tt"arian personalities are high in
exhibiting normal prejudice.
Studies have further shown that
a lack of education produces authoritarianism. Thus, I do not

0

Letters are weleome, and
should be n9 loqer than 250
words typewritten, double·
spaced. Nune, telephoQe number .ud add~tia must be in·
eluded, alth01111h nune "trill be
withheld uPOn req....t.

feel that the editor is maladjusted
nor evil, simply igno~ant.
If I have not been specific
enough for readers to draw their
own conclusions, let me spell it
out: UNM is an authoritarian
and prejudiced school due to its
lacking in ali education.
In my eye (just as in the law's)
-ignorance excuses no one. But
possibly in this case, there is no
hope, since there have been many
instances where UNM could rectify itself, but has failed to do
so.
Francine Hagberg
NMSU

Brave New World?
Dear Editor,
The Lobos lost at Arizona. This
is a small loss after seeing the
Land of Enchantment reject free
speech during the Stokley Carmichael episode. New Mexico is a
Brave New World where basketball victories can sooth our loss of
freedom. What shall we do when
our guys lose ?
Ned Young

'l'lnrnday, FebrQaey 8, 1968

U. ·.Student .Lobbyists Wine,
Dine Santa. Fe Legislators,
The lobbyists find themselves in
By NOOLEY REINIIEARDT
SANTA FE-Problem: How to an atmospltere where the judgconvin~e the good guys that you
ment, responsibility, a.nd lel!dertoo are good guys.
ship of .VNM. has been seriously
Solution: Wine and dine the questioned; ·
acknowledged good· 'guys, appear
The criticism, becauae of Caras good, all-American college michael, has been 11imed at the
kids, and . don't mention Stokely Regents, . the administration, and
the Associated Students.
Carmichael.
The student lobbyists had two
The newly organized UNM student lobby arrived in Santa Fe in basic ways they could approach
the midst of the Carmichael affair the problems facing them here.
and is just now getting its head First, .they could try to show the
above water with the legislators. lawmakers that the invitation ·to
The student lobbyists have giv- the black-power leader was not as
en up ·all hope of being effective immature ar1d as unthinking as it
this session, largely because of might have seemed.
the Carmichael incident, and are
The second choice was to igconcentrating on making friends nore the Carmichael uproar and
and contacts that will be helpful try to start anew with the legisnext year.
lators. The lobbyists selected this
The lobbyists missed their first, alternative.
and perhaps only, chance this ses·
So the UNM students are winsion to be heard when no one ing and dining and talking with
showed for a committee meeting as many senators and representa. in the opening days of the ses- tives as wili accept invitations.
sion.
And the lobbyists feel they are
The House memorial concern- making good, solid contacts that
ing the appearance of Carmichael wilr help UNM next year. It will
was being re-written in commit- be a year before the lobby has its
tee and the legislators asked to second try at things and only then
hear from the students. But you will the success or the failure of
guessed it there were no stu- the program be demonstrated.
dents present.
UNM is, perhaps, in more dogAssociated Students President houses in the capital than the lobJohn Thorson said that most of byists realize. There may be only
the lobbyists were home in Albu- a handful of lawmakers who are
querque preparing for final ex- truly down on the University, but
ams that day.
they aren't finished yet.

Circulating through the. offices
here are copies of various reading
materials used at UNl',J. The most
often mentioned ones contain
some foul language or are not .in
good taste according to Aim Landers' principles.
One House member took a paperback bOok home and·showed it
to his 16-year-old daughter to get
her impression. He quoted her as
saying, "Oh, Daddy, that's a filthy
book.''
He had shown her a book used
by seniors in a few classes at
UNM.
Again, the number of legislators who have material like this
on file are relativ-:ly few. But the
number of people initially stirred
by the Carmichael appearance
was also small.
So, the lobbyists. have some image-building to do. And if they do
not start enjoying the role of being lobbyists too much this could
be accomplished. But any small
negative spark at UNM could
set the legislatUJ:e and the students off picking up the pieces
again.
However, there is one type of
lobbyist UNM may not be making
full use of. Last week Miss
Stretch Pants, Sherry Shultz, was
here lobbying.
Add a few more like her and
see how popular UNM becomes
with the legislators.
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'Report' Makes Valid Conclusion
By RICHARD ANTHONY
College Press Service
Report From Iron Mountain on
the Possibility and Desirability of
Peace: Foreword by Leonard C.
Lewin.
The Report from Iron Moun;Jain, as explained in the preface,
JS a document prepared by a
group of eminent scholars and
experts during a three-year period, from 1963 to 1966, at the request of certain high government
officials.
One member of the group,
whom Lewin describes as a "professor at a large university in the
Middle West," dissented from the
majority opinion that the report
should not be published, and
brought it to Lewin for help in
getting it out.

* .. *

The professor, according to
Lewin, agreed to be interviewed
for publication about the background of the Report. The interview appears as a preface to the
Report proper. In it the professor
lJtlqllains that the group held its
first and last meetings in an underground vault at Iron Mountain
in upstate New York (the vault
being the emergency headquarters
for various large corporations, to
be used in the case of nuclear attack). Other meetings were held
in hotels· and private residences
around the country, at the rate of
about one a month.
The Report's major conclusion
is that war, far from being just
one component of United States
foreign policy, is in fact the basis
for the country's social structure.
It argues, therefore, that the coming of a genuine peace-the absence of a!Lwar and war-making
potential - would require fundamental changes in the structure of
the U.S.

/..r

Among the Report's other findings are the following:
Economically, war, or t h e
threat of war, generates huge
spending programl! outside the
market system, which act as "flywheels" to keep the economy as a
whole from slowing down.
Politically, war helps a government maintain its identity as protector of the people, which is a
major factor in holding their loyalty. In a world where no war
threat existed, national governments would be hard put to prove
themselves worthy of support.

* * *

Sociologically, the war system
has several basic functions. It
provides a haven for the "fascist"
element that forms a part of any
national population; it acts as a
welfare system for those who
would be unemployable outsitle
the military; by means of the
draft, it controls the potentially
dissident young; and finally, it
provides the basis for social cohesion by proving a society's wiiiingness to offer up the lives of
some for the protection of all.
In view of these and other
functions of the war system, the
Report maintains, any transition
to peace will require substitute
functions. It warns that an early
movement toward world peace
could bring on a disastrous social
upheaval within the U.S.

* * *

Is the Report authentic? Most
of the reviewers I've run across
have decided not, that it's in reality a very clever piece of satire
by Lewin (a writer, and frequent
contributor to Monocle, a satirical
magazine published from time to
time in New York). A few suggest that J. K. Galbraith may
have written it.
As far as I'm concerned, the

Wll. .'f:YGBAR .
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question of the Report's authenticity is one each reader ought to
decide for himself. Looking for
clues in the muddy currents of
the book's socially scientific nonstyle adds interest to the l'eading.
I personaily believe it's a fake for
a variety of reasons that I won't
go into, except to say that the
outrageousness of the book's conclusions isn't one of them. Most of
the conclusions, in fact, struck me
as being fairly prosaic.
In any event, the significance
of the Report does not depend on
its authenticity - regardless of
who wrote it, it is a study that
raises a lot of interesting questions about the prospects for
world peace.
The basic approach of the author (s) of. the Report is to look
upon nations as systems, 'rather
than as aggregations of people.
In the Report, therefore, national
events are seen as the functioning
of the system, not as the products
of a series of decisions by individuals. In explaining some of the
reasons why nations wage war,
for example, the Report says that
war "serves the same purpose for
a society as do the holiday, the
celebration, and the orgy for the
individual-the release and distribution of undifferentiated tensions." War also provides for "the
dissipation of general boredom.''

* * *

Viewing nations as systems in
this way is a social science habit
that I don't particularly care for,
because it tends to obscure the
part that individuals can play in
affecting what nations do. There
are -some advantages to taking
the Report's perspective, however.
Of these, one of the most important is that the individual realizes
he is really a part of the same
system that has produced, say,
the Viet Nam war.

(I should add that if the Report
is a fake, then there's no doubt
the author wanted the reader to
reach precisely this realization.
The evidence is clear enough, so I
won't bother to cite it here.)
Another advantage of tnking
the "system" viewpoint is that it
tends to make the reader think in
terms of history, which is an unfamiliar mode of thought for
most Americans. The U.S. doesn't
have too much of a past, and such
of it as there is has been largely
reduced to legend (vide the deification of JFK, for a recent example), so that few interpret what
this nation does in terms of what
we and other nations have done in
the past. Our approach is always
new, our circumstances invariably
unique.

* * *

If one takes an historical view,

though, then much of what the
Report has to say seems like painful truisms. After all, as the Report suggests, states have traditionaily been defined by the effectivenesl! of their war-making
powers. Those that couldn't keep
up their defenses lost out, while
those that were strong grew at
the expense of their weaker foes.
This is an oversimplication, of
course, but no matter-the point
is that military strength was never something that existed independent of a state's internal
strengths and weaknesses. A high
degree of loyalty and willingness
to sacrifice at home has been a
pre-condition f o r waging war
since warfare began.
On another level, it's obvious
that conflict has been one of the
most important constants of human existence from the start. Not
to labor the point, it's also perfectly clear that modern warfare
is outgrowth of more primitive
forms of conflict. And while mod-

1F THATs MY OLD LADY,
... t AIN'T HERE.

on

War

ern warfare is in almost every
sense more barbaric than, say, a
fight between two Iron Age men,
it also provides an organized outlet for the violent inclinations of
men. Furthermore, governments
have come to see that simply the
threat of war is often enough to
channel the potential violence of
a national populace, by permitting the maintenance of large
standing armies, etc.

* * *

(For an example of what governments do to convince the citizenry that there is a real threat
facing the nation, see Secretary
of State Dean Rusk's comments
about the "billion Chinese" who
will be "armed with nuclear weapons." I imagine that the drumbeaters in the State Department
and elsewhere must sometimes
look with envy on their counterparts in Peking, who can point to
the U.S. bombings a few miles
from the Chinese border when
they need to muster support for
Mao and his government.)
The importance of the threat of
war is behind the distinction in
the Report between peace as the
absence of war, and peace as the
absence of the potential for making war. It is peace of the latter
kind, according to the Report,
that could bring on serious social
disruptions in the U.S.
Whether or not the Report's
conclusions are valid in detail, it
seems una1•guable that its major
point is correct. While particular
wars obviously reflect the personal decisions of men in power, the
capacity to make war is in large
measure what defines a nation.
This may be a grim thought, but
it is one that advocates of world
peace must keep in mind if they
expect to work against war from
a realistic starting point.
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. LETTERS 'tO THE EDITOR
(Editor's Note: The LoiJo received m&.jay;· li!!tters about' th:e
Stokely Carmichael ciiatroversy
while publication was stopped for
fiul !!:Ums. Although Carmichael
his canceled bis appearance, in
our opinion the issues involved in
. the controversy are stUI debat•
able. Som(l letters to be published.
were received befol:'e the eancellation aDd refer to his appearauee
·m the future .tense. These have
been left as 1fritten heea-.se the
extensive ,ec)iting whieh · would
have ~ required to change
time elements would have done
more harm than good to the argumeats of the letterS.)

A Word From an "Over-30"
Dear Editor:
In his Jan. 11 letter to The
Lobo, Joe Long defended· Stokely
Carmichael's coming appearance
at UNM and quoted some lyrics
from a Bob Dylan song-"because
something is happening, but you
don't know what it is, do you, Mister Jones?" By "Mister Jones" I
assume that Mr. Long is referring
to everyone older than .himself. So
may I, an elderly (34) student at
Community College, reply for
"Mister Jones"?
I think the lyrics are from "The
Times They Are A-Changing;"
which was a brilliantly original
observation of Mr. Dylan's. Probably Adam noticed the same thing

Kennedy Foundation

To Offer Awards
'l'he Joseph P. Kennedy Jr.
Foundation has announced sev~
eral student awards in eight
fields of mental retardation research and/or an original application of existing knowledge.
The awards are a $500 first
prize, a $300 second prize, and a
$150 third prize. Original concepts are to be presented and
supported in less than 2000
words.
Information may be obtained
from the foundation, '719 13th
Street N.W., Suite 510, Washington, D.C. 20005.

when he and Eve were 86ed out
of the (}arden of Eden. •· · · ' ;
. · Yes, the times they are a~hang-~·
ing, Mr. Long, as they have been
doing for quite a while now. But
I assure you that most of us oldtimers do bow what is happen· ing, becaWie we've seen a lot of it
happen before, We saw (and sui· fered) war, crime, and race riots
probably before you were born.
. We .felt the whiplash of injustice
about the time you thought police brutality consisted of buying
. you an ice cream cone when you
were lost.· We remember the period ·of nationwide poverty when
white and black Americans
starved together, as they still do
in some parts of the country.
'I know that in your glorious
youth (and I'm not knocking it;
I'm envying it) it's easy for you
to think that your first experiences are happening for the first
time anywhere. But please excuse
us for not sharing your enthu. siasm for Mr. Carmichael's ideas.
We've heard them before.
We heard them from men
named Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin,
and Castro. We heard Stokely's
innocent claim that he was "only
thinking of the welfare of his
people" spoken sincerely by Vidkun Quisling, just as his people
shot him for betraying Norway
to the Nazis. We heard many of
Stokely's bitter curses against the
United States from the lips of
white and black Americans who
refused repatriation from North
Korean prisoner of war camps
and went to live in Red China.
(Many years later some of these
same white and black Americans
came crawling back to their homeland and were, allowed by the government to return, just as Mr.
Carmichael was ailowed to return
after collaborating with this nation's enemies in Havana, Hanoi
and Moscow. How many other nations do you think would be that
generous, Mr. Long?)

The speaker's group of the
UNM School of Law will make advanced law students available as
speakers to any group. Two topics
are available: "The Legal Profession," and "Pre-law Education.'' Talks on special topics may
be arranged. Any interested
groups may contact Raymond
Sawyer, director of the institute
of public law and services at the
UNM School of Law.
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know why we "Mister Joneses"
find your arrogant opinion ot our
kn11wledge a trifle annoying, Ot
course the joy of revolting against
age and authority is a natural
part of being young, but in my
day we at least had the guts to do
our own revolting. We didn't have
to bring in a high-priced hoodlum
to do our dirty work for us.
I salute your youthful vigor,
Mr. Long, and I hope you enjoy
your rebelliousness while you can.
The arrogance of youth is permissible only while one still has
youth, and there are so many
others waiting behind you for
their turn; waiting for you to
move on and become another "Mister Jones.''
Bill Starr

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ... )
lunch 11:30-2:30 dinner 5:30-9:30
413 Romero St.·N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town Pla:za
242-4986
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When it comes to shoes
and apparel for the dancer . . .
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time with my senUe reminiscences,·

A registration d!lnce .. will be
held in the Union ·Ballroom Friday, Feb. 91 from 8 to 12 p.m. Allmission to the dance sponsored by
the Union Program Directorate is
50 cents. The Striders will play.
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Speakers Available

~ Forgive me for talring 'UP your
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Registration Dance

With more than 150 dance students enrolling
for the Spring semester, and the whole faculty
exercise-happy, we recommend a visit to the
Paris "Uptown" Store just a mile east of the
campus on Central .. There you can choose from
a fa~ulous selection of Capezio ballet slippers,
tights and leotards. For comfort and long-life,
you just can't beat the quality and selection
that await you at Paris. Remember, these are
on sale only at the PARIS "Uptown" store,
UNM's friendly neighbor at 3701 Central N.E.

Dresses Ii
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Blouses
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2904 CENTRAL SE
FREE PARKING AT REAR I:NTRANCE
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Downtown •

fine shoes
Winrock • Uptown I

Largest selection of brand namejootwear in the Southwest!
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Wildcats
of Tucson

I

L·

I

. .
. battle for the
.
· ern Athletic Conference
gymnastics crown will take place
Friday in Tucson when Coach
Rusty Mitchell's UNM squad
takes on five-time WAC champion
Arizona, Saturday t h e Lobos
move into Tempe for a dual with
Arizona State University.
The Lobos have been picked as
the one team in the WAC that
could possibly dethrone the Wildcats with four men currently listed as the league's top performers.
The Lobos are currently 2-0 in
<l!lal meets with wins over the Air
Force Academy and Eastern New
Mexico, while Arizona now stands
at 2-4 after losing a swing
through the Midwest last week including a 188.25-1'76.55 loss to national power Southem Illinois.
Lobo sophomore Bob Manna is
listed at the top of the WAC rat-

Blow Yourself

Up

To
POSTER SIZE
2. ft.

3 ft.

X

Get your own BLO-UP Photo
Poster. Send any Black and White
or Calor Photo from wallet size
to 8 x 10, or any negative from
21,4 x 21,4 to 4 x 5 inches. We
will send you a 2 ft. x 3 ft.
BLO-UP . . . perfect POP ART
poster. $4.95 Ppd.
Send any Block and White or
Color Photo from 4" x 5" to 8"
x 10" or ony negative 21,4 x
31,4 tn 4" x 5", we will send
you a 3 ft. x 4 ft. BLO-UP
$7.95 Ppd,
Add N.Y. or N.J. Soles Tax
No C. 0. D.
Send Check or Money Order to:

Ivy Enterprises, Inc.
431 - 70th St-.
Dept.139 Guttenberg, N.J.
Original Photo or Negative
returned.
Contact us to be Blo-Up Rep.
on your Campus
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BSCE, Duke, has had
a taste of structural
drafting and engineering,
shop operations, and
steel erection
since joining Bethlehem's
1961 Loop Course.
Ted is now shop engineer
in the electric transmission
tower shop at our
Leetsdale, Pa., Works,
;vhere he helpa solve
a variety of production
a~1d vngineering problems.
MANAGEMENT
MINDED?
Career prospects are
better than ever at
Bethlehem Steel. We need
on-the-ball engineering,
technical, and liberal arts
graduates for the 1968 ·
Loop Course. Pick up a
copy of our booklet at your
placement office.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans lor
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

ffi
8 srEL
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ings in the high h!lr !IS is Tom
Galioto on the side horse and
Stormy Eaton on the trampoline.
Manna will be entered in both the
high bar and parallel bars with
Eaton entered in the trampoline
and free exercise. Senior Bob
Smith is ranked second in trampoline and long bars and is tied for
third on parallel bars.
Arizona's Olympic hopeful Jeff
Bennon is the Wildcat's top allaround Jlerformer. He scored 51.6
points against Southern Illinois
and also grabbed all-around honors against IUinois. Arizona State
has a top performer in Rich Ipsen, the WAC's leader in allaround and parallel bars.
Coach Mitchell's entry list ;for
the week-end includes: free exercise, Jim Hruban, Bob Clayton,
Blaise Blasko, and Stormy Eaton;
side horse, Hruban, Bill Robison,
Blasko, and Tom Galioto; still
rings, Clayton, Hruban, Ray Mondragon, and Dave Carriere; trampoline, Rich McConnell, Eaton,
Hruban, Bob Smith; long horse,
Hruban, Smith, McConnell, Blasko; pa1•allel bars, Hruban, Bob
Manna, McConnell, Smith; high
bar, McConnell, Hruban, Clayton,
Manna.

Tourney, March 15-16

Seats Are Selling
In Gymnasium lor
NCAA Regionals
Reserved tickets for the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), Western Regional
Basketball Tournament are now
on sale at the UNM athletic ticket
office in Johnson Gym.
The regional, which will be
played at 14,831-seat University
Arena, is scheduled for March 15
and 16 with games at 7 p.m. and
9 p.m. both nights. Reserved tickets are $5 for chair seats and $4
for bench-type seating for each
session.
Only two conference champions
are assured a berth in the regional. The league champion of the
AAWU, currently the UCLA Bruins, will meet the winner of the
Big Sky Conference champion and
member-at-large game. The West
Coast Conference champion, currently Santa Clara, will meet the
winner of the game played between the Western Athletic Conference champion and a memberat-large.
The winner of the Western Regional here will meet the winner
of the Midwest Regional in Los
A11geles March 22.

.Froeh Teaa
That Arizona ia high · on its
freshman basketball team is evidenced by this remark from head
coach Bruce Larson: ''You judge
.·a .:freshm!ln .team by how many of
its players eventually help the
varaity, We think there are four,
The Lobo's next game will be a maybe five, on this team who will
regionally televised contest with be able to · help us.'' Laraon par-..
the University of Texas-El Paso ticulady is high on Eddie Myers,
Miners Saturday afternoon at a 6-10 center. ''He's a full 6-10
University Arena.
and very, very mobile."

Wolfpack Ekes Out:
72-71· WiO Over Ags
·(Continued Jrom page 1)
seconds remaining, but John Burgess bit a ten footer to close out
the first half scoring and give the
Aggies their two point halftime
lead,
New Mexico jumped int;Q the
driver's seat for the first time in
the second half when Sanford
scored a spinning pump shot at
12:11 to make the score 51-49.
Nelson, playing with three personal fouls, increased the margin
to 4 points with a 15 footer and
Howard added a free throw.
Reserve Lenny Lopez then executed three brilliant steals and
NEW MEXICO
fg.a fi-a
Ron Nelson
8·17 0-1
Ron Sanford
6·13 11-14
Ron Becker
8-6
5-5
Greg Howard
5-10 8-10
· Howie Grimes
1·4
0-0
Steve Shropshire 0·1
0-0
Keith Griffith
0·0
0-0
Lenny Lopez
1-2
0-1
TOTALS
24-53 24-31

J:b
4

p

NEW MEXICO STATE
fg-a ft-a rb p
Bob Evans
7-14 6-6
7 4
Paul Landis
1-4
1-1
0
1
Jim Collins
7-15
8 4
7-8
Rich Collins
3-7
1-1
4
4
Sam Lacey
4-8
•2·3
7 4
Hardy Murphy
0-2
1-1
0 2
J obn Burgess
3-6
2-5
3 8
Wes Moreh.,.d
1-2
0-0
1 1
TOTALS
26-58 19-25 26 23
Attendance 15,237

CITIES SERVICE OIL COMPANY

CITGO- Trademark Cities Service Oil Company,
subsidiary of Cities Service Company.
An equal opportunity ef!lp/oyer
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1
8
2
71
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let Sanford and Nelson do the
scoring to build a 63-54 Lobo
lead before New Mexico State
called a time out. The Aggies cut
the lead to 67-66 and Jim Collins
grabbed it back with a short
jumper.
Nelson came right back with a
layup to give the Lobos a 69-68
lead, but Collins matched it with
another to make the score 70-69.
Aggie Sam Lacey fouled Sanford
and "Big Ron" made both free
throws to give the Lobos a 71-70
lead with 47 seconds left.
Sanford then fouled Evans with
8 seconds left and Evans made
only one of two shots to set
the stage for Howard's dramatic
finish.
Four Lobos were in the 'double
figures against the Aggies. Sanford led with 23 points, Howard
had 18, Nelson 16, and Becker 11.
Howard pulled down 13 rebounds
to lead both squads in that department.
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BYU Freshman Vaults 17 Feet
Altti Alarotu, BYU freshman
who became the second man to
pole vault 17 feet indoors recently, cleared 15-6, 16-0, and 16-6 on
his first try at each height. It
took him three attempts to cross
16-10, but he slipped over 17-0
on his first vault. "He will go
higher," predicts Cougar coach
Clarence Robison. "He has plenty
of natural speed, although he is
cOmJlaratively slow on the runway now because we intentionally
slowed him down in respect to developing other techniques."

COIN OPERATED

SELF SERVICE

Throughout Rocky Mt. Region

listen to KUNM
ABOUT MIKE

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE
Low, Low Price

UNISPHERE®
Is The Official
Microphone Of
Herman's Hermits
On Tour
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pC>ints for a 20.6 average; is. scor- .
ing at a ~.8 clip in conf~rence
A star-studded al'ray of Westgames and is hitting .410 per cent ern Athletic Conference competifroiD the field and a sizzling .848 tors, high school standouts, and
foreign athletes will vie for honfrom the free-throw line.
OJ'll Saturday night in the second
NEW MEXICO big men Greg annual WAC Indoor Track Meet
Howard and Ron Sanford are in · at Tingley Coliseum.
the 13th and 15th positions reThe event will be a qualifying
spectively in the league scoring
meet
for the National Collegiate
race. Howard has a .518 field goal
Athletic
Association (NCAA)
percentage and .600 from the
Indoor
Championships
to be held
charity stripe and is averaging in the spring,
13.4 lJOints per conference game.
UNM, BRIGHAM Young UniSanford is hitting .434 per cent
from the field, 11nd .656 from the . versity, Arizona, Arizona State,
free throw line, an.d is averaging Wyoming, Utah, ap.d the University of Texas-El Paso will be en12.5 points per game.
tered
in the meet. BYU's 17-foot
Howard's .618 per cent from the
field puts him in fifth place in the pole vaulter Altti Alarotu of Finconference field goal percentage land is one of the leading foreign
rankings. Nelson's .848 average athletes entered in the meet along
from the free throw line is second with miler Jan-Olaf Nilsson of
in the league, two percentage Sweden, and Swedish quarterpoints behind Stan Dodds of Wy- milers Tomas Ericson and Bjorn
Jogi.
oming.
Stan Hill of Albuquerque HighSANFORD IS SIXTH in the
land
and Tom Toft of Sandia will
league in rebounding with 9.6 rebe matched against Nilsson and
bounds per game and Howard is Lobo Web Loudat in a special
ninth with 7.8 per game.
ten-lap race. Valley's Gil Perea
Utah's Jackson, a 6 foot 2 seni- will go against Ericson and Jogi
or guard, now stands eighth in a feature 440. Ericson and Jogi
among all-time WAC scorers with are UNM students but are in1278 points. Jackson could move eligible because of transfer rules.
into sixth place among the allUTEP'S TWO indoor record
time career scorers with a good
game against Brigham Young holders, long jumper Bob Beamon
and two-miler Kerry Pearce, will
Saturday.
Jackson is averaging 24.4 not Jlartieipate in the meet. Both
points per game (all games) and will be ·competing in the Los Anneeds just eleven to tie former geles Times Games.
Lobo speedster Rene Matison
BYU star Dick Nemelka, who netted 1299 during 1964-65-66. Form- will be entered in the 60-yard dash
er Lobo All-America Mel Daniels event, as will Jerry Bright from
is second in the WAC 1000-point Arizona State. The na!!h is exclub with 1537 career points be- pected w be one of the most hotly
hind Wyoming great Flynn Rob- contested events of the meet. Matinson who tallied 2049 points in ison will go against Arizona
State's Ron Freeman in the 440
three seasons.
dash in another wp-flight event.
BY MAINTAINING his 24.4NCAA TRIPLE-jump champion
point overage behind Robinson,
Art
Baxter of UNM and Pertti
Daniels, Joe Caldwell of Arizona
State, and Leon Clark of Wyo- Pousi, a Swedish athlete from
ming. Utah would probably have BYU, will meet head-on in the
to get inw the NCAA or NIT triple jump competition. Pousi
tournament for Jackson to overtake Clark, •w h o scored 1497
points in 1964-66-66.

.ASU Soph Outstanding Diver
Keith Russell, Arizona State
sophomore, has been named the
m o s t outstanding springboard
diver in the world by the International Diving Federation. The
award is considered diving's ultimate honor. Russell is defending
National AAU champion in both
the three- and ten-meter events.

Shure Brothers, Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston, 111. 60204

320 Wvomina· Blvd.. S.E.-2504 Broadwav. S.E.-Bridae and
Isleta- Edith and Candelaria
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S.lahnMn

2602 Kent Rd.
Columbus, Ohio 43221

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

Overstocked
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Tires!
Discounted OVer
And Above
Student Discount

UNIVERSITY SHELL
2720 Central S.E.
842-9148

OPEN 24 HOURS
General Tires

Gold Bond Stamps

AM APPROVED
!'i=":===;~'='=;=;J FREE AIRPORT
• • M • • ,.

FRIENDSHIP
INNS

TR.t.NSPORTATION
COLOR TV AVAilABLE
QUEEN SIZE IEDS
IN ROOM DIALING
FREE SAUNA lATH
HEATED POOL
KITCHENffiES

242-2757

011 AMERICA

All Major
Credit Cards
c.ntrcll N.E..
Accepted
Close to the University, Downtowll
and the Airport.
Whera U.S. 66 and 1-25 meet.
1001

Meet
Boeing

When the Campus is dead,
And there iust Ain't life.
Come feast at Bob's-ln
shop or under the lights••••

Campus Interviews
Thursday and Friday,
February 15 and 16
SE

for

graduating t.tudMts. Order your
ca;~y today. Just $2. Cash with
order, pleaw. No C.O.D.'s.

Order from•

LANG ELL'S

Engineers:

A fronk, meaty handbook for find·
lng and gelling the fob you want
-far advancing your career. Take
the quenwork and confusion out
of your lab-searching and decision•
making.

largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*GliHer·
*Brushes
Discount Price~

at .University Arena Thursday,
Feb; 15, with the Washington
Generals and a variety halftime
show.
Game time is 8 p.m. Advance
tickets are · now on sale at the
M u 1 c a h y' s Sporting Goods,
Cook's Sporting Goods, Feclway,
and Bellas Hess.

has recorded a 25-8 and a 63-5 in
the long and triple jump events.
Entered in the high jump will
be UNM's George Loughridge and
junior college transfer Phil Kas~
tens, who have cleared 6-10 in
meet competition, BYU's Ed
Hanks, who has cleared 7 feet,
and Chri11 Celion, a Swede from
BYU who has also cleared 7
feet. Native Chilean Christian Errazuriz from UTEP has a career
best of 6-11.
OTHER EVENTS in the meet
include the shot put, the 600 and
1000-yard runs, two-mile run,
two-mile relay, mile relay, and
the distance medley relay.

to KUNM ·

90.1 Mts.

The Albuquerque Jaycees will
again bring to Albuquerque the
dazzling and exciting "Magicians
of Basketball,"
the Harlem will
Globe. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . ·trotters.
'l'he Globetrotter!!
be

I
.
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·
T
·
k
M
sc:::~: 1;~~!:~tlt~t ... :n . n oor ... rae..
. eet

Garllder Praises Jackson
Utah head basketball coach
Jack Gardner has nothing but
praise for Redskin guard Merv
Jackson. "He is a dedicated player, a real winner, can play in the
clutch and has the ability t;Q
break a game wide open," lauds
Gardner. "He's the highest scoring, quickest and best rebounding
guard I have ever coached.''

l\~ten

'Magic' Is Slated
By Globetrotters

EDIT 0 R
WAY N E c
. I DDIO
·

"Getting THE Job"
and
Getting Ahead"

Albuquerque

Brolhots,. Inc,

..

This book could be the most profitable Investment in your life.

Herman knows his microphone is his link with his
audience. He wants you to
hear his voice and the lyrics, naturally, without
howling feedback, without
annoying close·up breath
"pop", without audience
sounds. Pretty tough test
for a microphone .•• routine for the incomparable
Shure Unisphere. Just ask

0~ 1007 Shure

~

A Must for the
Graduating
Student

.•• Why The

the better groups.
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the pack with a 24.8 point per
game aYerllge, .. · ·
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DENVER ...:... Lobo guard Ron
Nelson is currently in the ~ecpn!l
spot ln the Western Athletic Conference acoring rae~ aftet five
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A.m- Hip •

The many challenging aerospace programs at Boeing
provide a dynamic career growth environment. Pick
your spot in applied research, design, test, manufac•
turing, service or facilities engineering, or computer
technology. If you desire an advanced degree and
qualify Boeing will help you financially with its
Gradu~te Study Program at leading universities near
. company facilities.
Visit your college placement office and schedule an
interview with the Boeing representative. Boeing is
an equal opportunity employer.

Always buckle your seat belt
NEW

1\fE..•uco

LOBO

~•~
.._.,,.,~-~

Divisions: Commercial Airplane • Missile aiJd lnformatioli Systems •

Space • Vertol• Wichita • Also, BoeiJ1g Scientific Research Laboratories

..........._.__._.__._.__
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ente,r
up in the
service for objec'i.!x:am:inl!.tions a v a il a b 1 e
the Data Processing Center.
The service, starled last year,
:ww has more tban 30 customers
among instructors on campus.
ONE OF THE most frequent
users is Dr. Frank A. Logan,
cbairman of the department of
·psychology. Some 1300 examination papers for Psychology 101
were run through the scoring
service .in eight hours last semester and returned within 24 hours.
• I:n:contrast, eight graduate stu-

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES •
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertion;
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or tel~phone 277·4002 or
277-4102.
ROOM&BOARD
"TRANSFERRING to UNM 1 Try this for
living, 20 meals n week~ color TV, maid
and linen service for college students.
The College Inn, 303 Ash Stret, NE
Phone 248-2881."
'
SERVICES
TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs. experience for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Ex·
cellent accuracy, Straight typing (term
papers etc.) 35¢ per page--you furnish
paper. Pa.per furnished at one cent a
sheet. Phone 242-9451.
WILL BABYSIT in my home or eom·
pa~ion to ~ year old Jrirl, on regular
basJS, mormngs or 3 daye a week. Near
UNM. Call 268-6659.
TYPING WANTED: 10 years experience
technical typing. 35¢ pr page, 36¢ with
paper. Call anytime 298·8641.

'••

HELP WANTED
NEED dependable student sitter for 10 :00·
11 :00 class MWF. Live one bloek from
campus. Will pay $5.00 per week. Call
242-1938. 2/8-14.
JqURNALISM Student to assist on startmg new smaJl magnzine. Pnrt time
Phone 842-9514.
·
•
EARN $61.50 weekly." 3 eves. & Sate. Must
have car & be bondable. Phone 344-2778
3 to 6 p.m. only.
'
TEACH at . a Negro c:olloge. Graduate
students w1th M.A!s are urgently needed
for. aendemic ye~r and summer teaching
Itosttions.. The Southern EdU("Ation Pro~am. a private, non-Profit orr:anization
'With c~ntacts at 94 colleges, can place
you qutckly and free of charge Write
Southern Education Program,· 859~~

fo~~t'r street, N.w. Atlanta, Georgia

PART TIME JOB $1.60 per hr. 20 hrs.
per week. Must be able to work after·
noons, preferably 2 :00·6 :00 p.m. Mtn.
S.tates Employment Agency, First National Bank Bldg. Downtown.
PERSONALS
POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, then you don't need them
Send for Samples & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop 4609 E
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 8022'o.
'
COMING again soon I! I Abe officio11S intermeddler meets the vexatious litigant I! 1
PLAYBOY subscription still available at
low otud.ent rates. Call your campus representative at 247-9082.
FOR RENT
ONE bedroom apartment. $75 311 Yale
SE. Nicely furnished and prlvate patio
Call 265-6771.
•
PLEASANT light clean room. Near Campus. 306 Stanford SE. Phone 242-4858.

PER~ONALITY

FOR SALE
BY OWNER, 3 bedrm. den, fireplace extra
lg. garage fully finished w/h & afc
work. bench & oink. Elec kitcben:
beautiful .carp~ts & drapes, 2 baths.
Conv. loan. Pnced FHA appraisal. Ap)lrox. $3000. will handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-6865.
1966 BUICK Wildcat convertible. Like
new, many extras. Must sell. 296-3681
277·4538. 2/S-14.
'
UNITROI'! TELESCOPE exc, 2.4" refrae·
tor. Ong, $150. Now $100. Call 8421895. Lee Dawson.
GUNS: Hlgh Standard SPort King NRA
now $50. 1913 Luger all matching Nos.
NRA ver:; good to excelcnt $125. Win·
chester 94 #30,000 26 in. oct. NRA
very good $150. Roger Seott 29~-7847.
19B7 SUZUKI, 55 cc, beautiflll c:onditlon
Only 1000 miles, only $150.00, also ne.;
helmet $10.00: Call 277·8269. 2/8·14.

Phil Harper

Rates

dents spent a weekend manually
grading exams last spring semester.
Dr. Logan bas high praise for
the service, saying that it is "the
way to play the game with large
classes." He adds, "The Data
Processing Center has done an excellent job in working out a good
system in a short time."
LOUIS· R. Leurig, director of
the Data Processing Department
said that the center checks and
provides a detailed analysis of
scores, including:
-A list of each student's response to each question and his
raw score.
-A tabulation of the number
of students responding to each
choice for each question.
-An alphabetical list of students with their raw and weighted scores for each part of the test
and for the test overall.
-A distribution of raw and
weighted scores, with raw- and

Exams

weighted-score means and stan-

dard deviations.
- A distribution of the weight-

ed score using an asterisk bar
graph.
. FUI_tTHER statistical analysis
1s available for those desiring it.
If the scoring servic:e is alerted
~t the start of a semester's gradmg, a cumulative distribution can
be made available after each examination, based on scores of all
examinations ·up to that point.·
This includes a distribution after
the final exam, which would provide a distribution based on all
exams.
. SEVERAL formulas are available for scoring each part of a
test; the total number correct, total number wrong, number right
minus the number wrong the
number right minus half the'number wrong, etc.
The weighting of each test part
.of the test must be specified by
the instructor.

Radio _Board Wants
Graduate Fellowships
(Continued from page 1)
Monday meeting they seemed a lit' tie bit more sure of themselves.''
SOME OF THE staff members
feel they can run the station without any paid professional help he
said.
.
.
'
Joseph and 12 staff members
resigned and walked out of the
radio station in protest of new
programming guidelines.
KUNM's present programming
is "very close" to the guidelines
adopted by Radio Board, station
personnel said Wednesday, Several classical music shows have
been replaced by popular music
ii_Icluding the 2-7 p.m. weekday
t1me slot. A 30-minute news
sports, analysis, and commentar:i
is followed at 7:30 Monday
through Friday by an hour-long
in-depth program.
"A LARGE percentage of this
program is done by KUNM staffers," Elaine Newman of the station said. The program is designed to "illustrate the wealth of information the University community holds," although one program
a week is taped from Chicago.
Latin sounds are featured on
"Samba Nova" with John Wade

U.lUI!day, February 8,

Peace Corps
The Modern Language Aptitude. Test, designed for students
applying for Peace Corps projects
after graduation, will be given at
UNM Feb. 10 at 10 a.m. in the
Testing Center. Applications for

the test are available in the Testing Center and must be returned
before t~e test.

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

89 Winrock C-.nter
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

u~ s.tm.~

~~7 ;ENTS
f:;:""~~?h=

TUXEDOS

ENTiRE OUTFIT

Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, suspenders,
Handk.,rchief, Studs,
CuRiinks, Tie and
Boutonniere. $10.00

COAT and
TROUSERS

$6.50

s~
247-4347

.

AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

.

A

"Coronet'' by

~nge blOBSom
For the flrst lime and just in time for you,
diamo11d rings are blossoming into
something as fresh and extraordinary
as the feeling of being engaged.
And not only does Orange Blas~om
guarantee the value of your diamond
forever, they give you a lifetime of
free professional cleaning and
servicing, and a year's guarantee against
loss, theft or damage. The
"Coronet," one of many exciting
new designs, in a regal
selling of 18K gold.
Featured in
Bride's • Bride & Home

FOCUS ON THE

Modern Bride • Mademolsel!e

AIR FORCE WESTERN TEST RANGE
YOUR PERSONAL SERViCE JEWElER

2312 CENTRAL SE
OPPOSiTE UNM CONCERT HALL

*MISSILE LAUNCHIN~
*SPACE EXPLORATION

*PHYSICISTS

c

U. S. GOVERNMENT CAREER EMPLOYMENT
*Generous Retirement
*Liberal Vacations
"Equal Opportunity Employer-Male or Female"

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester .

EXlCO

copl..f 2

FAST-FAST-FAST
30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

255-5381
in tho Triangle Lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE

OBO

Our Seventy-First Year ol Eclito·rial Freedom
~

Tickets AJ~~:r-
For Gym Concert
By Stone Poneys

l:xchange Group
Requests Books
About $1000 has turned over
in payments and receipts since
the non-profit book exchange began operation last month, and
about 850 titles are still available,
student managers reported yesterday.
"The real story is that we don't
have enough books. We had hoped
to have 3000," said Joan van
Dresser, accountant for the exchange, which is sponsored · by
the Students for a Democratic
Society and the National Student
Association.

Tickets are now available for
Stone Pon.eys' 7 p.m. concert
Fnday, Feb. 16, in Johnson Gym.
The Associated Students Popular
Entertainment Committee is
sponsoring the appearance .
All seats are general admission at $2 per seat. Tickets are
available at the ticket office in
the Union and at Record Rendezvous in Winrock Center.

tb~

THE STONE PONEYS, described by Newsweek as "a trio
more foik than rock," features
Linda Ronstadt, 21, as vocalist.
In the beginnjng, the rock world
was all Adams and no Eves.
"Now the typical rock group
resembles a beehive, three or
four drones bumming about a
queen bee," Newsweek reported.
"Girl singers," says Linda, who
began by singing commercials
with her family in Tucson, Ariz.,
"Man, they always get the bad
end of the stick. Everyone gangs
up on them.'' she always gets
credited with the least amount of
brains and she always gets delegated all the squaw labor. The
men form a kinship. There's always competition between the
sexes," she said in the Newsweek
arlicle.
TBE 'lP.M. CONCERT in.Tolm~
son Gym will be followed by a 9
p.m. "King of Hearts" dance for
UNM students in the Union Ballroom. The Associated Women
Students will sponsor the dance.
Candidates for King of Hearts
have been sponsored by all men's
organizations on campus. Voting
will take place at the dance.
~o other concerts are scheduled by the Popular Entertainment Committee this semester:
Peter, Paul, and Mary, on March
1, and the Association on May 11.

No. GO
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"STUDENTS MUST put in
some effort too," she said. "If we
don't get books we can't sell
them.''
The non-profit book exchange
began operation Jan. 22. when
students began bringing in used
textbooks. Sellers set their own
prices, and a five-per-cent charge
was added for labor. The bookexchange managers kept lists .of
books and prices and sellers will
be paid when their books are sold.
THE NEW MEXICO STATE Aggies' cherished cowpoke was lynched yesterday morning by a band of Lobo rooters that kidnapped him
following the 72 to 71 trouncing handed the Aggies by the sixth ranked UNM Lobos. Cowpoke or "Farmer-in-the-Dell," as he is affectionately known, greeted tlie visiting Aggies during the game Wednesday
night and met his end after a brief scuffle with an unidentified group
!Jf students. (Lobo photo by Pawley)

Larger Programs Possible

BOOKS WILL BE on sale tomorrow and next week in the
southwest corner of the Union
cafeteria. Payments to sellers and
receipts were about equal in
Tuesday's transactions, Mrs. van
Dresser said.
"We don't have any upper-division books to speak of. Spanish

..,.,,

books have sold better than those
in any other area, and there
aren't many left," she continued.
"We have had many requests
for books we don't have, and we
have a lot of books that won't
sell because those classes are not
being offered this semester," ahe
said.
STUDENT SENATE allocated
$500 to the book exchange this
fall to pay operation costs.
"SDS and NSA would like to
get money from Senate to continue the exchange next semester," Mrs. van Dresser said.
The exchange's ultimate goal
is to put itself out of business by
forcing the Union Bookstore to
change its policy on used book
sales, Mrs. van Dresser explaine.r~·
"Bookstore officials don't know
they're working for the students;
they are only trying to make a
profit," she charged. "We're working against ourselves-we're
actually a public-relations group
'for the Union Bookstore, because we want to point out to the
students that they own the Union
and can affect its operations,"
she said.
"THE STUDENT BODY must
get behind student government
in investigating the Union and
changing its policies," Mrs. van
Dresser concluded.

Speakers Will Debate
'bB Political Tactics
Pierre Salinger and Charles
Quinn, an NBC news correspondent, will appear in a debate on
"Political Strategy: 1968," Sunday, Feb. 11, at 8 p.m. in the
UNM Concert Hall.
Salinger will represent the
Democrats in the debate. He is a

Hozhon
Performing this week at the
Hozhon Coffeehouse are Kell
Robertson, a professional folk
singer and poet; Sonja Gay, a
local folk singer, and Michael
Scrivner, a master of the autoharp. Next week, a blue grass
group will be performing. There
is free coffee and popcorn for
everyone.

Salinger

Quinn

Computer Memory Bank

Contact your Placement Office Immediately
For Interviews

6:00-10:00 om

Your Think Green
;..~ Money
.
Man

.'

New l:quipment Doubles

Campus Interviews in Feb. 13 for:
*ENGINEERS

V,/IYIO,(~)

give your clothes
Sclnitone
Professional care!
Call 243-5671

700 Broadway NE
200 Wyoming SE

ALL PHASES of AEROSPACE ACTIVITY

*RESEARCH
*DEVELOPMENT

.

Vol. 71

from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. on Tuesday. "Barry's Bag," a jazz show
with Barry Walter, is broadcast
Thursday. The time slot is filled
with jazz, classical concerts folk
'
music, and rock on other days.
THE FRIDAY evening rock
show features "new, groovy
sounds that are not touched by
other more reasonable radio stations," according to a KUNM release.
Weekend programming includes
t?e Cleveland Symphony, "PollutiOn," shows "in the public interest/' and opera and dramatic productions.
KUNM STAFFERS presently
number about 50, with six paid
positions-the business manager
engmecr, news direl!tor, program'
director, station manager and assistant station manager. '
"The Radio Board guidelines
are flexible and the station staff
is flexible. If anyone comes in
with a new program, we can find
a time slot for it," Steve van
Dresser, station engineer, said
Wednesday.
"We urge all people to listen to
us before they criticize. We have
a good sound," van Dresser concluded.

VANDENBERG AIR BASE BASE, CALIFORNIA

818',789
ulf\ ;:)Qw
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New equipment added to the
million-dollar-plus UNM Compuh
ter Center has dou~led t e memory system of the computers, resuiting i.n additional and faster
programmg.
The new machinery has moved
the ability of the computers from
1,024,000 bits of information to
2,048,00. Bits of information are
ways of representing numbers and
letters through the machines.
Multi-programing,
involving
several jobs by the computer at
once, and larger programs, meaning more information, are now
possible. A reduction in the
amount of movement and a decrease in running time have also
resulted from tho new machinery.
The average running time for students' programs has dt•opped some
five seconds since the equipment
arrived last Christmas.
The computing center, 2706
Lomas NE, can be used by stu-

former U.S. Senator from California and served as press secretary under Presidents John F.
Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson.
He was also an investigator for
a select committee studying improper activities in labor and
management activities.
Charles Quinn, a Republican,
is an expert on New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison's investigation of the Warren Commission Report on the assassination of President Kennedy. He is
an authority on civil rights and
racial unrest and a well-known
spokesman . for the Republican
party.
The two men will hold a press
conference Sunday at 4 p.m. in
the VIP Room of the Albuquer~
que Sunport. Salinger is expected
to arrive at the Sunport at 3: 30
p.m. and Quinn at 4 p.m.
Admission to the debate, sponsored by the UNM ·speakers
Committee, will be free to the
public.

dents, faculty, ~nd administrators.
Problems rangmg from th~ allocation of water resources m the
country to statistical results of
college tests are solved by the
complex computers.
UNM-sponsored projects are
processed without charge at the
center, while outside groups pay
$100 per hour for use of the machines. Last year the center proceased more than 50,000 programs.
The computing center is also
expecting a larger computer next
summer. A higher-speed processor
capable of four times the current
computer's operations per second
is on order. Plans are also under
way for an addition of 24 terminal pieces of equipment for the
center.
Statisticians at the computing
center are now evaluating the
new machines to find new uses
and new pieces of computer parts
to further increase its usefulness.

New Lobo Series
To Begin Monday
Much has been said and written about the state of upheaval
in all facets of American society
today. Beginning Monday and for
the following two weeks, The Lobo will present a series of articles
by prominent Americans giving
their views on the state of America's social fabric today.
The first article of the eightpart series, syndicated by Newsday, Inc., is by social critic Mary~
Mannes. "The Condition of thG
Ame:rican Spirit" begins Monday
in The Lobo.

New Instructors
Two new instructors have been
added to the faculty of the UNM
College of Nursing. The new instructors are Mrs. Coleen Waldorf and Mrs. DeLores Earp.

\...

THE NEW BOOK EXCHANGE, located in the Union and sponsored
by the Natinnal Student Assn. and SDS, took in as much ~oney ~~it
paid out, officials reported Tnesday. The exchange, orgamzed to g1ve
students a break on buying and selling textbooks, was termed a success
despite a lack of books. (Lobo photo by Pawley)

Money, Land, Historical Matter

Gifts Totaling More Than $9~,000
Presented to UNM By Three Donors
Four gifts of 1and, money,
equipment and historical document totaling more than $97,000
have been presented to UNM.
Mrs. Sheila Rodey Witte of Albuquerque gave UNM $52,678.50
with the restriction that they
maintain the name of Rodey
Theater when a dramatic arts
structure is added to the Fine
Arts Center.
An AS-1 Automatic Scaler
Module used in radiation analysis
and measurements and !.7.428
acres of land were also given to
UNM. The module was presented
bY. Victoreen, Inc., of Cleveland,
Ohio, and the land was donated
by the Horizon Land Corporation.
\
L. A. Thole, president of the
Maxwell Land Grant Co., which
has its headquarters in The
Netherlands, presented UNM
with historical documents from a
basement of a 'bank in RatOn
where they have been stored for

decades. The documents and materials are from Amsterdam and
Raton and date from 1850 to
1950.
Hlllnllftlllllnllllllllll\llllllllllllllllllllllmllllnmiiiiiiiiiiHIIIlllniiHI!HIIftlllllli11111R

Barry Goldwater ~··
To Speak Monday
Barry Goldwater will speak
through the Union Tele-Lecture facilities Monday, Feb. 12;
at 10 a.m., Associated Students
President John Thorson an~
nounced yesterday.
Goldwater's speech is spon·
sored by the Western Collegi·
ate Association, and will be
heard at four or five schools.
He is scheduled to speak for
about 30 minutes, and some
time will be allowed for questions from the audiences.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfi\IIUIIUIIIIIRIIIIIIII\IIIIl!lllllllllllll

